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Introduction  

Copley recommends using industrial Ethernet cables and magnetic coupling between Ethernet 

devices. It is acceptable to consider capacitive—or even direct coupling—between Copley modules 

mounted on a common mounting board. We will consider a multi axis mounting board with a 

common ethernet “backplane” after a review of magnetics.   

Ethernet Cable 

Four-Pair CAT5 S/UTP (Shielded with Unshielded Twisted Pair) Ethernet devices are recommended 

to account for the possibility of redundancy and signal integrity in an industrial environment. It is 

acceptable for 100BASE-T to use Two-Pair CAT5 S/UTP for normal operation without redundancy. 
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Magnetic Coupling 

It is recommended by Copley to use magnetics when there are more than a few inches between 

drives. Magnetics provide good DC isolation and common mode filtering. The Nano NES DEV KIT 

REF (see drawings at www.copleycontrols.com) is showing RJ45 bel Magnetics Solutions 10/100 

BASE-TX SI-16001-F with integrated magnetics interface to the NES module signal connector P1 

(see NES datasheet at www.copleycontrols.com). The NES EZ KIT REF is showing 1X4 1.25MM 

PITCH pins using Halo 10/100BASE-TX magnetics TG111-S12NYNLF 

NES DEV KIT REF DSGN: 
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NES EZ KIT REF DSGN:  

 

 
NES DEV KIT REF DSGN J1 to NES Model P1: 
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Capacitive Coupling 

It is not recommended by Copley to use capacitive or direct coupling over distances greater than a 

few inches. However, it is acceptable to use capacitive coupling on mounting boards or backplane 

if good design practices are followed. As an example, two multi axis robot controllers are shown 

below. There are magnetics between the robot controllers and capacitive coupling between nodes 

on a mounting board or backplane. 

 

NES ROBOT CONTROLER REF DSGN: 

 

Capacitive coupling of 33nF capacitors could be used between internal connections if not using the 

Copley recommended magnetic coupling. The capacitor must be non-polarized, meet the AC/DC 

isolation requirements, and not allow difference between capacitance values. Use an NPO 

capacitor with 0.1% tolerance to minimize differences in capacitance. This will affect the 

differential signal causing deviations in signal rise and fall times, propagation delays, and 

common-mode noise. Follow IEEE 802.3 standards for Ethernet networks. Disable Auto-MDIX 

between ports with no magnetics. See Disabling Auto MDI-X section below.  

 

A direct trace connection can be used for internal connection only when devices are sharing the 

same power/ground plane. 
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Trace Layout Rules  

• TX+/- and RX+/- pairs should be routed as differential pairs.  

• Different TX+/- and RX+/- pairs should be routed slightly away from each other if possible. 

• Individual pairs should be routed as close together as possible with impedance control. 

• Each differential pair traces should be matched in length. 

• Differential pairs should be as short in length as possible. 

• Differential pairs should be routed away from all other trace.  

• No signals should cross unless properly separated by ground layer to avoid crosstalk.  

• The use of vias and layer changes is not recommended. Keep differential pairs referenced 

to the same power/ground plane. If vias or layers changes become necessary, place 

ground, or return vias nearby to provide a short path to ground. 
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Disabling Auto MDI-X between ports with no magnetics 

MDI (medium dependent interface) or MDI-X (medium dependent interface crossover) describes 

the Ethernet physical layer implementation to the physical medium used to carry the 

transmission. Auto MDI-X ports detect if the connection would require a crossover, and 

automatically chooses the MDI or MDI-X configuration to properly match the other end of the link. 

 

 
 

Disable unit Auto-MDIX.  

 

node 1   set 0x121 to 0x20  Bit 5 Disables Auto MDI-X port 2 

node 2 and node N set 0x121 to 0x30 Bit 4,5 Disables Auto MDI-X port 1 and port 2 

node N+1  set 0x121 to 0x10  Bit 4 Disables Auto MDI-X port 1 
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